
Unit contacts ER/HR requesting an Extra Help (EH) EE and 
provides information: FOAP, supervisor information, dates 
requested, reason for need, work schedule, type of work, 

skills needed, and short job description.

*Note: be cognizant of visa status and rules regarding percentage of appointment if employee is on a visa; specifically those on an F-1 visa.

HR Associate (HRA) completes online EH 
Request Form and submits to Staff Human 

Resources. If unit has an EH EE in mind, then 
indicate on form.

Staff Human Resources contacts ER/HR with EH 
EE name and information, ensuring the hours 

and skill level is a fit.

Staff Human Resources contacts EH EE and 
informs them of their reporting information.
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Hiring an Extra Help Employee

HRA contacts unit to provide them with EH EE 
information, including name and netID.

Which campus?Urbana

Chicago

Springfield
Extra help 

professional?

No

If no candidate in mind, then send 
resumes from EH pool to unit.

Unit selects candidate.

Unit informs HRA of candidate 
selection.

HRA sends EH Requisition Form to unit. 
Includes CS title preceded by “XH”.

HRA submits electronic EH request via 
employment center website.

HRA coordinates appointment with UIC 
HR and candidate. New hire paperwork 
includes i-9 and federal sanction form. 

New hire must also complete a physical.

HRA provides EE a netID via phonebook.

HRA completes Request for Personal Services Form 
and submits to UISHR, along with signed job 

description, and justification document.

Does the unit 
have a candidate 

in mind?

UISHR will handle 
the remainder of the 
process to fill the EH 

need.

HRA contacts the EH EE, ensures UIS online 
application is completed, establishes Tracker I-9 
(if needed), and sends employee an email with 

details to UISHR.

ER/HR notifies department of EH official start 
date

UIS Human Resources completes Tracker I-9 and 
HRFE information for employee.

Upon clearance of sanction, EE may 
begin working.

No

Yes

A
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B
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Hiring an Extra Help Employee

Unit provides detailed description showing professional level 
duties. 

HRA contacts extra help professional (EHP) EE requesting 
personal information (DOB, SSN, Address, Phone Number, email) 

to start the hire process and to notify candidate to check their 
email for new hire process information.

HRA sends EHP employee email requesting they complete the 
online EH application via Staff HR website. HRA sends EHP new 

hire documentation packet, which should be returned to ER/HR. 

Once application is complete (verified by calling Staff HR) and the 
packet of information is returned, HRA notifies unit of official 

start date. 

HRA creates Nessie 
New Hire logon and 

initiates new job.

HRA creates Tracker i-9 logon.

HRA sends welcome 
letter email to 

incumbent.

HRA sends network 
access form to unit 

USC.

Incumbent completes Employee information form 
including degree selection, loan default form, and 

ethics training.

EE completes section I of form i-9 and provides 
appropriate documents.

HRA completes section II of form i-9.

If incumbent will be taking a job in VPHA, incumbent 
must complete a physical.

HRA routes transaction to HRFE applier.
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